Welcome to Sociology 1101-01

Course Schedule

EXAM DATES & TIMES

Exam dates have been posted on the Schedule section of this syllabus. Students are expected to take unit exams in class, on time.

Online chapter tests are clearly and specifically announced in terms of dates, times, and deadlines below each test in the Quizzes section of Georgia View. Students are expected to observe test deadlines.

It is the responsibility of students to read components of this syllabus, updates, and announcements of assignments regularly in Georgia View, in order to know the dates and times of online tests, unit exams, and online discussion deadlines.

MAKE-UP EXAMS POLICIES

Make-up exams (for the first three in-class exams) can be requested for extremely difficult circumstances (Students are expected to provide documentation for these circumstances).

If an exam is justifiably missed (e.g. physical injury or death in the family), a student may ask for a make-up exam to be scheduled as soon as possible, within a week of the original date.

A TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE

WEEKS -- DAYS -- DATES -- CHAPTERS -- SUBJECTS

1. 1/06 - 1/10  1  An Introduction to Sociology

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:TrIRM88K@3/Introduction-to-Sociology

2. 1/11 - 1/17  2  Research Methods

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:3jKfjHaQ@8/Introduction-to-Sociological-R

3. 1/18 - 1/24  3  Culture (January 18: MLK Day Holiday)

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:io7WC_uF@5/Introduction-to-Culture
4. 1/25 - 1/31  Completion of Unit 1

**EXAM I: (CHAPTERS 1, 2, 3), Monday, 2/1**

5. 2/01 - 2/07  4  Society and Social Interaction

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:Merj1xtX@3/Introduction-to-Society-and-So

6. 2/08 - 2/14  4 & 5  Socialization

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:Uu_0juGN@2/Introduction-to-Socialization

7. 2/15 - 2/21  5 & 7  Deviance

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:F4_L3p7G@7/Introduction-to-Deviance-Crime

8. 2/22 - 2/28  7  Deviance

9. 2/29 - 3/06  Exam III

**EXAM II: (CHAPTER 4, 5, 7), Monday, 2/29**

10. 3/07 - 3/13  (Fall Break: March 7-13)

11. 3/14 - 3/20  9  Stratification in the US

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:bi_khgk9@4/Introduction-to-Social-Stratif

**Mid of the Semester: Thursday, March 17, 2016 (Withdrawing without Evaluation)**

12. 3/21 - 3/27  9 & 10  Global Inequality

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:thZuao_ -@2/Introduction-to-Global-Inequal

13. 3/28 - 4/03  10  Completion of Unit 3

**EXAM III: (CHAPTER 9, 10), Monday, 4/4**

14. 4/04 - 4/10  11  Race and Ethnicity

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:H023hgwT@3/Introduction-to-Race-and-Ethni

15. 4/11 - 4/17  12  Gender and Sex

http://cnx.org/contents/AgQDEnLI@6.14:T -LTWXd@3/Introduction-to-Gender-Sex-and
16. 4/18 - 4/24   11 & 12   Race and Ethnicity & Gender & Sex

17. 4/25 - 4/27   Completion of Unit 4

Last Day of Classes for the A Session: Wednesday, April 27, 2016

EXAM IV (CHAPTERS 11 & 12): Wednesday, May 4, 2016, at 8:00 am.

***

The entire textbook can be accessed at:
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